
10 Surprising Ways to Engage Early
Readers with Numbers for Kids Age
3-5!
:

Numbers play a vital role in our daily lives and learning them from an early age

can shape a child's understanding of the world around them. Teaching numbers

to kids age 3-5 can be challenging, but with the right approach, it can also be a

fun and engaging experience.

The Importance of Numbers:

Numbers help children develop essential life skills such as problem-solving,

logical reasoning, and critical thinking. They form the foundation for learning math

and provide a basis for understanding concepts like addition, subtraction, and

multiplication.

Here are 10 surprising ways to engage early readers with numbers:

1. Counting through Play:

Integrate counting into everyday activities by involving your child in counting

objects at home or outdoors. Count toys, fruits, or even steps while climbing. This

not only helps them practice counting but also makes it a fun and interactive

process.
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2. Number Rhymes and Songs:

Children love music, and incorporating number rhymes and songs can make

learning numbers more enjoyable. Sing along to popular nursery rhymes like

"One, Two, Buckle My Shoe" or "Five Little Ducks" to reinforce number

recognition.

3. Number Flashcards:

Flashcards are a simple yet effective tool to introduce numbers to young learners.

Create colorful flashcards with numbers and corresponding objects or animals.

Quiz your child by showing them the flashcards and asking them to identify the

number and related items.

4. Number Recognition Games:

Make number recognition a playful activity by inventing games. Place numbers

around the room and ask your child to find them in order. You can also draw

numbers on the floor using chalk and create a hopscotch game. This way, your

child learns while having fun.

5. Number Puzzles:
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Introduce number puzzles that require children to match numbers with the

corresponding quantity of objects. This helps them practice counting while

enhancing their cognitive skills. There are many pre-designed puzzles available

or you can create your own using colorful cards or pieces.

6. Number Board Games:

Engage your child in board games that involve numbers, such as snakes and

ladders or bingo. These games not only entertain but also reinforce number

recognition, counting, and turn-taking skills.

7. Number Apps and Online Games:

In today's digital age, there are numerous educational apps and online games

designed to teach numbers to kids. Look for age-appropriate apps that offer

interactive activities, quizzes, and challenges to make learning numbers exciting

and engaging.

8. Cooking with Numbers:

Involve your child in measuring ingredients while cooking or baking. Ask them to

help you count the number of cups or spoons required for a recipe. This hands-on

experience not only introduces them to numbers but also enhances their practical

math skills.

9. Number Books:

Invest in age-appropriate number books with colorful illustrations that capture a

child's attention. Read the books together and encourage your child to identify

and count the numbers on each page.

10. Imaginary Number Adventures:



Foster your child's imagination by taking them on imaginary number adventures.

Create stories where numbers come to life and have exciting adventures. This

sparks their creativity while reinforcing number recognition.

:

Teaching numbers to kids age 3-5 can be a joyful experience with the right

strategies. By incorporating play, music, puzzles, and interactive activities, we can

engage early readers with numbers in a fun and effective way. Remember, a solid

foundation in numbers sets the stage for a successful mathematical journey!
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This book introduces basic numbers and develops early language skills using

images of things that every kid should know. Vibrant colors and images are

designed to attract the attention of babies and toddlers. This book will help

children identify all of their numbers before preschool.
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